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National Professional Qualification for Middle Leadership: NPQML

NPQ@teachingschools is a unique partnership of teaching school alliances in the wider Bristol area with a strong
track record of delivering exceptional professional development. As a designated DfE licenced provider, the Bristol
Primary Teaching School Alliance has worked with our partner teaching schools to create and deliver a new and
innovative middle leadership programme designed by experienced, current school leaders in order to develop the
potential of the talented and motivated school leaders across our region. The NPQML will give you the confidence,
skills and professional knowledge you need to deliver the best for pupils and all members of the school community
in your middle leadership post.
The NPQML:
 takes account of your professional development needs, prior learning and achievements;
 improves and develops further your strategic leadership expertise;
 develops key leadership and management skills;
 provides opportunities to work in different educational contexts.;
 gives you the confidence and competence to develop or take up your first middle leadership so you will
make a positive impact on your school, and on the lives of children, young people and their families.

Who is the NPQML aimed at?
Accredited by the Department for Education, this nationally recognised programme is aimed at early years,
primary, special and secondary colleagues who are, or are aspiring to become, a middle leader with responsibility
for leading a team such as subject leader, curriculum development lead or Key Stage leader. It sits within a suite
of nationally recognised accredited programmes:
The new NPQs are a set of four qualifications covering four levels:
Qualification

National Professional
Qualification for Middle
Leadership (NPQML)

Level

Leading a team

Target audience1
Those who are, or are aspiring to become, a middle leader with
responsibility for leading a team e.g. a key stage leader, a
curriculum area leader, a pastoral services leader, a subject
leader, a special educational needs co-ordinator (SENCO), or a
head of department.
This includes those who are, or are aspiring to be, a middle leader
with cross-school responsibilities

National Professional
Qualification for Senior
Leadership (NPQSL)

National Professional
Qualification for
Headship (NPQH)
National Professional
Qualification for
Executive Leadership
(NPQEL)

Leading across a
school

Those who are, or are aspiring to become, a senior leader with
cross-school responsibilities e.g. an experienced middle leader,
a deputy headteacher, an assistant headteacher, or other senior
staff.
This includes those who are, or are aspiring to be, a senior
leader with cross-school responsibilities.

Leading a
school

Leading across
several schools

Those who are, or are aspiring to become, a headteacher or head
of school with responsibility for leading a school
This includes those who are, or are aspiring to be, a head or head
of school with cross-school responsibilities
Those who are, or are aspiring to become, an executive
headteacher or CEO of a MAT with responsibility for leading
across several schools

1

The listed examples should be regarded as indicative. We will liaise with queries from participants to ensure that the
course(s) we offer meet the needs of a given applicant.
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The NPQML Programme:
Starting in autumn 2019, the NPQML programme takes around 12 months to complete and involves:
 5 full day face to face core training sessions facilitated by outstanding senior leaders from across the
region;
 A minimum of 1 elective module session (½ day) on one or more of the following areas:
- leading in an inner city school;
- accelerating outcomes of disadvantaged pupils;
- staff workload and well-being;
- leading in the Early Years;
- SEND.
 School based improvement project and case study (4500 words);
 Self-directed professional reading;
 Individual leadership profiling (360);
 Support from a school based mentor;
 ½ day project presentation; and,
 A workshop to support you to get ready for final assessment submissions.
During the programme delegates will develop their 7 leadership behaviours:
 commitment;
 collaboration;
 personal drive;
 awareness;
 respect;
 resilience;
 integrity.
In addition, delegates complete and collect evidence against 6 areas of study:
 leading with impact;
 increasing capability;
 working in partnership;
 strategy and improvement;
 teaching and curriculum excellence; and,
 managing resources and risk.

Where is the programme delivered?
Delegates can access this programme at one of our three hubs in this cohort:




Hub 1 – North Somerset hub - The Beach Teaching School, (Bournville Primary), Weston Super Mare
Hub 2 – Bristol hub - Charlton Wood Primary Academy, Bristol
Hub 3 – Wiltshire hub - Corsham Primary School, Wiltshire.

Hubs can be made up from participants from any Local Authority region, for example, someone who lives in
Wiltshire and works in Bristol could attend the Hub 1.
Please note: these venues are subject to viable numbers in each hub and will be decided upon following the
closing of the application window.
We will assign you a hub following application, however, if you would like to change to a more convenient hub
location, please let us know and we will do our best to accommodate you in the alternative hub location if
numbers
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Cost:
£750 per delegate*
*reduced by 20% to £600 for eligible participants / schools if you meet one or more of the following criteria:
 The applicant is from a school with more than 30% of children currently in receipt of Free School Meals
(not Pupil Premium figures) as referenced on the latest DfE school performance tables website;
 The applicant is from a BME background;
 The applicant’s school has <150 pupils on roll as referenced on the latest DfE school performance tables
website.
* OR a 10% reduction to £675 will be applied to the second and subsequent applicants if more than one person
from your school makes an application to participate in the same cohort of NPQML.
We have been notified that participants in DfE designated opportunity areas and category 5 or 6 areas will be
reimbursed for the full cost of the NPQML programme through the DfE scholarship funding.
Full course fees will be reimbursed for participants meeting the following requirements:
 They are enrolled on an NPQ course;
 They work in a school in a Category 5 or 6 area* or are in a MAT or diocese who has a school in one of
these areas;
 They do not already hold the NPQ for which they have enrolled;
 They have not previously enrolled with the NPQ provider for the same NPQ course and dropped out
before completing it; and
 The Department for Education has not previously paid for their NPQ course.
*In the south west, these areas are: Weymouth and Portland; West Somerset; Torridge and Swindon.
If you are a participant from one of these areas, we will contact you regarding reimbursement of course fees. We
will pay programme costs back to schools automatically on receipt on funds from the DfE.

Cancellation and privacy policies
Please refer to our cancellation policy here: https://goo.gl/MpTNqS
Please refer to our privacy policy and information about how we use your data: https://goo.gl/Gd8kYi

How to contact us:
 You are welcome to contact us with any questions or queries you may have. Any queries can then be
passed on to your main course tutors or appropriate points of contact.
By email: Mike Eatwell at npq@teachingschools.org.uk
By telephone: 07557 003679
Our website landing page can be found at: www.teachingschools.org.uk

Event Reminders & Resources
Event reminders will contain links to pre-reading documents/activities you are expected to engage in prior to
events and will be released approximately 2 weeks prior to your event date. The release of resources, which you
are expected to download and bring with you to the events either on paper or electronically, is timed to coincide
with your event dates. Our online portal containing resources from sessions will be updated following each face
to face day and can be found at the bottom of our NPQML webpage at https://bptsa.org/npqml-secure-area/.
You will need a password to access the resources: this is NPQMLC3RESOURCES. Please respect the copyright on
our materials and do not share them with others outside of your group.
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NPQML dates of delivery Please note venues are subject to change depending on applicant numbers in each Hub area:
Main Focus for the day

Face to Face
day 1
Face to Face
day 2
Face to Face
day 3
Face to Face
day 4
Elective
Module 1
Elective
Module 2
Elective
Module 3
Elective
Module 4
Elective
Module 5
Face to Face
day 5
Optional
workshop
Presentations
and final
assessment
submission

Introduction to the NPQML
Leading with Impact
Teaching and Curriculum
Excellence
Strategy and Improvement
Increasing Capability and
Managing Risks and Resources
Leading in an inner city school
Accelerating the outcomes of
disadvantaged pupils
Supporting staff workload and
well-being
Leading in the Early Years
Special Educational Needs and
Disability (SEND)
Working in partnership
Preparing for final assessment
Half day project presentations
and final assessment
submissions

Time

9.00am –
4.00pm
9.00am –
4.00pm
9.00am –
4.00pm
9.00am –
4.00pm
9.30am11.30am
9.30am11.30am
9.30am11.30am
9.30am11.30am
9.30am11.30am
9.00am –
4.00pm
2.00-3.30
or 4.15 –
5.45

Hub 1
N Somerset
The Beach
Teaching
School, WSM
16.10.19

Hub 2
Bristol
Charlton
Wood
Academy
25.10.19

Hub 3
Wiltshire
Corsham
Primary
School
17.10.19

20.11.19

29.11.20

14.11.19

16.1.20

27.1.2020

22.1.20

3.3.20

6.3.2020

28.2.20

Summer term 2020:
dates and signup to follow in early 2020.
Participants choose at least one elective module
as part of the programme.
Each elective module is a morning in duration.

3.7.20

2.7.20

1.7.20

September 2020 – dates to follow in due course
Presentations in October 2020 and final
assessment submissions from November 2020
to January 2021
Dates to follow nearer to the time.
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NPQML Programme venues:

The Beach Teaching School
Bournville Primary School,
Selworthy Rd, Weston-Super-Mare
BS23 3ST

Charlton Wood Primary Academy
Charlton Boulevard
Patchway, Bristol,
BS34 5BN

Corsham Primary School
Broadwood Site, Broadwood
Avenue, Rudloe,
Corsham, Wiltshire
SN13 0LX
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The NPQ 7 Leadership Behaviours
We will work with participants to evaluate strength in each behaviour at the beginning of the NPQML, and plan how you will develop these behaviours through the duration
of the programme.

Commitment

The best leaders are committed to their pupils and understand the power of world-class teaching to improve social mobility, wellbeing and
productivity

Collaboration

The best leaders readily engage with, and invest responsibility in, those who are best placed to improve outcomes

Personal Drive

The best leaders are self-motivated and take a creative, problem-solving approach to new challenge

Resilience

The best leaders remain courageous and positive in challenging, adverse or uncertain circumstances

Awareness

The best leaders will know themselves and their teams, continually reflect on their own and others’ practices, and understand how best to
approach difficult or sensitive issues

Integrity

The best leaders act with honesty, transparency and always in the interests of the school and its pupils

Respect

The best leaders respect the rights, views, beliefs and faiths of pupils, colleagues and stakeholders
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NPQ Content Areas – the six areas of study
Strategy and Improvement (SAI)
NPQML (Leading a team)
Learn how to:

Develop proportionate and sustainable
approaches to managing data to ensure an
effective balance between data collection and
teacher workload, especially when analysing
performance data to evaluate progress,
identifying trends, defining team priorities and
developing improvement strategies (for
example, in relation to disadvantaged pupils or
those with particular needs)

Implement successful change at team level

Learn about:
Data collection best practice, including the principles
and recommendations in the 'Making Data Work'
report (2018), Independent Teacher Workload
Review Group report on data management, and the
clarification statements of Ofsted inspection
requirements
Tools and techniques to manage and analyse
performance data on progress and attainment at
group and individual level (for example, databases,
spreadsheets, formulae and graphs), which is
purposeful and proportionate, and understand when
to deploy these and not
Statistical and data analysis concepts (for example,
confidence intervals, statistical significance,
sampling, correlation and causation)
Tools and techniques that support change
management, including the effective and efficient
use of technology, such as resources to support
workload reduction including the workload reduction
toolkit

Assessment Criteria

1.1.1 Deploys tools and techniques to
manage and analyse data on pupil
progress and attainment

1.1.2 Designs, evaluates and improves
plans in light of data on pupil progress
and attainment

1.1.3 Deploys change management tools
and/or techniques during the design and
implementation of plans

Tested in

Part A
Supporting
document required:
Raw data analysis

Part A

Examples of successful change management drawn
from a range of schools, such as workload reduction
approaches
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Teaching and Curriculum Excellence (TCE)
NPQML (Leading a team)
Learn how to:

Learn about:

Assessment Criteria

Tested in

Research into, and examples of, domestic and international teaching strategies,
curriculum design, and pedagogical approaches with a proven impact (for
example, the EEF evidence base on the effective use of Phonics or mastery
teaching and the Early Career Framework)
Grow excellent, evidence-based
teaching in a team underpinned
by a high-quality curriculum that
develops pupils academically and
prepares them for adult life, and
reflecting the Ofsted education
inspection handbook and the
Early Career Framework

Research into, and examples of, different models of pupil assessment, including
their use to set challenging targets, monitor progress and raise standards for all
pupils, including those working below the national curriculum
The Ofsted school inspection handbook, particularly in relation to the quality of
education, curriculum planning, , marking, feedback and pupil performance data,
together with the DfE reports from the marking, planning, and data management
review groups, and the Workload Advisory Group
The benefits, characteristics and examples of high-quality curriculum
programmes (for example, a mastery-based maths curriculum, or knowledgerich history curriculum)

Improve the progress, attainment
and behaviour of all pupils,
including those who are
disadvantaged or have particular
needs (for example, Pupil
Premium, SEND, EAL or the most
able pupils)

Research into, and examples of, interventions targeted at improving the
progress/attainment of disadvantaged groups or those with particular needs,
drawn from a range of schools (for example, the EEF’s teaching and learning
toolkit, and EEF’s Putting Evidence to Work - A School's Guide to Implementation
The Early Career Framework
Research into, and examples of, the use of specialist provision for pupils with
particular needs, drawn from a range of schools

2.1.1 Analyses research into,
and examples of, domestic
and international teaching
strategies/pedagogical
approaches and applies
findings to own plans

2.1.2 Evaluates the strengths
and weaknesses of curriculum
taught by team, implementing
improvements where necessary

2.1.3 Implements and
evaluates an evidence-based
project that improves pupil
progress and/or attainment

Part A

Part A

Part A
Supporting document
required: Pupil
performance data

The graduated approach to supporting SEND pupils, as set out in the SEND Code
of Practice
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Leading with Impact (LWI)
NPQML (Leading a team)
Learn how to:

Anticipate other peoples’ views or feelings and
moderate your approach accordingly

Learn about:

Assessment Criteria

Tested in

Personal reflection and self-awareness tools

3.1.1 Exploits different leadership styles
and justifies why these have been adopted

Adopt different leadership styles to ensure the
team meets its objectives

Research into, and examples of, different
leadership styles, including their associated
benefits and risks

Present, communicate or defend challenging
messages confidently and positively to a range
of audiences

A range of written and verbal communication and
presentation styles, including why these have been 3.1.2 Exploits different communication
adopted in different situations (for example, to
styles and justifies why these have been
communicate with pupils, parents/ carers,
adopted
colleagues and external parties)

Part A

Part A
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Working in Partnership (WIP)
NPQML (Leading a team)
Learn how to:

Realise the benefits of collaborating with
others, including teachers, teaching assistants
and non-teaching staff, other schools,
parents/carers and other organisations

Learn about:
Research into, and examples of, effective
partnership working, drawn from a range of schools,
including the evidence base on effective parental
engagement
The Early Career Framework

Assessment Criteria

4.1.1 Establishes relationships with
others within and outside of own team,
deploying appropriate structures and/or
processes to mitigate against any barriers

Tested in

Part A
Supporting document
required: Sponsor
comments

Research into, and examples of, the main barriers to
effective collaboration within and across schools (for
example, time, resources, aims, levels of
commitment or operating models) and how these
have been overcome

Support their team to build and sustain
relationships with others which develop and
share good practice and improve performance

Research into, and examples of, structures and
processes that support collaboration (for example,
with teachers, teaching assistants and non-teaching
staff, other schools, parents/ carers and other
organisations, drawn from a range of schools

4.1.2 Designs and/or delivers plans in
collaboration with others within and
outside of own team

Part A
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Managing Resources and Risks (MRR)
NPQML (Leading a team)
Learn how to:

Deploy staff, financial, estate and
educational resources within a team
efficiently, to enhance pupil progress and
attainment

Manage risks within a team effectively (for
example, in relation to staffing, finances or
teacher workload), using a risk register

Learn about:

Assessment Criteria

Resource and project management and techniques,
including integrated curriculum and financial
planning, budgeting, forecasting and project plans

5.1.1 Analyses the financial and staffing
implications of own plans, during whole
lifetime of plans, using a budget

Examples of how a range of schools and other
organisations use the techniques of integrated
curriculum and financial planning to ensure
excellent resource management

5.1.2 Defines the steps required to
successfully implement plans, using a
project plan

Best practice in relation to managing risks, including
the establishment and maintenance of risk
registers, drawn from a range of schools
5.1.3 Identifies and mitigates risks in plans,
using a risk register

Deliver a safe environment for pupils and
staff

Key legal requirements and statutory guidance in
relation to safeguarding and health and safety in
schools, including Keeping Children Safe in
Education, and Health and Safety in Schools

Tested in
Part B
Supporting document
required: Budget

Part B
Supporting document
required: Project plan

Part B
Supporting document
required: Risk register
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Increasing Capability (IC)
NPQML (Leading a team)
Learn how to:

Hold others to account, line manage and
evaluate performance effectively

Learn about:
A range of performance management techniques,
including setting SMART objectives, collecting and
giving feedback effectively and efficiently,
coaching/mentoring, and professional
development plans
The recommendations in the 'Making Data Work'
report (2018) regarding the use of data in the
performance management process
The Teachers’ Standards and Teacher Appraisal
Regulations

Support all members of their team with
appropriate, targeted opportunities for
professional development, including newlyqualified teachers underpinned by the Early
Career Framework, teaching assistants, and
stronger or weaker performers

The Standard for teachers’ professional
development and supporting guidance
The Early Career Framework and supporting
guidance

Assessment Criteria

6.1.1 Assesses individuals’ performance and
capability methodically and identifies
appropriate, targeted professional
development opportunities within and
beyond the school to support them

Tested in

Part B

Professional development opportunities within and
beyond the school

Recognise their own strengths and
weaknesses and identify learning linked to
their needs

Tools to identify own and staff development needs
(for example, 360 degree feedback)

6.1.2 Assesses their own performance and
capability methodically, identifying
appropriate, targeted professional
development opportunities for self

Evaluate the impact of professional
development on teacher development and
pupils outcomes

Tools to evaluate the impact and cost-effectiveness
of professional development activities, particularly
in terms of pupil outcomes

6.1.3 Designs and implements plans to
evaluate the impact and cost-effectiveness
of professional development in terms of
pupil outcomes

Part B

Part B
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Your school-based improvement project
One of the key requirements of the NPQML is that during your time on the programme you take responsibility for
the leadership of a school improvement activity in your school. There are sound pedagogical reasons for this
approach. Learning to become a more effective leader is rooted in the experience of developing and changing
practice to deal with new situations.
The school improvement task will enable you to demonstrate that you can lead a team to deliver successful and
sustainable school improvement in your school setting and that you can use the experience to reflect upon and
improve your own leadership skills.
Determining an appropriate school improvement activity is one of the most important decisions you will make at
the outset of the programme and you should give considerable time and thought to your choice.
The improvement project should be linked to your current school based role.
The questions below will help you to choose an appropriate improvement project:


Will the project address a real issue that is a concern or challenge for your school? The issue does not
need to be something the school is currently doing unsuccessfully; it could be something the school is
doing well but wants to do even better. In Jim Collins’ phrase, ‘to go from good to great’.



Does the project address one of the priorities identified in the school development plan or the
development plan for an area of the school?



Is the project integral to your current responsibilities?



Will the project directly improve outcomes for children and young people?



Will the project provide opportunities for you to practise and gather evidence of your leadership skills?
If the answer to this question is no, you will need to consider another project.



How will the project help you to develop the leadership behaviours identified in feedback from your
leadership 360 diagnostic?



How will you measure the outcomes of your project? Will the measures you use be qualitative,
quantitative or both?



Will you require support from within your school? If so, can this be provided by your mentor?



How easy will it be to gather any evidence you may need to support your assessment?



Is the project manageable and ‘doable’? It is sometimes better to keep your focus narrow rather than
broad.

The key requirement of the project is to lead a team for an extended period (usually for a minimum of two terms
e.g. spring and summer) on an actual school improvement priority.
And that:
 The project must be sufficiently advanced by the time of submission for you to demonstrate sustainable
improvement to pupil progress and attainment (Part A) and to the capability of your team (Part B);


The project should be in the school improvement plan or similar whole school plan and you will
implement it at least at team level;



You are required to demonstrate your capacity to utilise and respond to school, local and national data,
mitigate risk and plan within a budget.
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The team-based school improvement priority you select should be one that is sufficiently ambitious and
challenging to enable you to demonstrate:


your focus upon improving pupil progress and attainment (Part A);



how you improved the capability of your team (Part B);



your development as a leader, and your leadership behaviours;



how your project will provide evidence in each of the content areas.

The project is essentially in three parts:
Part 1 – setting up the school improvement project
Part 2 – delivering the school improvement project
Part 3 – evaluating the school improvement project
Part 1 - Setting up the school improvement project
In this part of the task you will need to specify the task objectives so that the outcomes you expect to achieve are
clear; decide what actions are necessary to improve pupil outcomes and team capability to deliver the school
improvement priority and introduce your plans to your team and get them on board. You will also need to set
priorities and targets for your own leadership development.
Specifically, for this part of the task you should specify the task objectives so that the outcomes you expect to
achieve are clear: such objectives should be informed by your understanding of school performance and relevant
school, local and national data. You should include project objectives relating to one or more of the following:


improved pupil progress and personal development;



improved attainment;



improved teaching;



improved pupils’ behaviour and safety;



improved attendance;



improved resource efficiency (financial, human or environmental resources).

You need to:
 Decide what actions are necessary to improve capability at team level to deliver the school
improvement priority and achieve the project objectives: you should consider and select strategies that
will develop your team capability and improve outcomes for learners, either directly or indirectly. You
should document how you selected appropriate strategies to improve teaching and learning, including
how you applied your knowledge and understanding of theories of learning to improve outcomes for
pupils.


Develop a team level action plan to deliver the task objectives to improve teaching and learning. The
plan should cover the work you assign to yourself and your team to deliver the school improvement
priority and your submission should cover your reasons for the allocation of tasks. The plan should also
include details of school and other evidence you will collect to measure impact. We have suggested a
format for you which will be shared with you as part of the programme’s face to face days. This plan
must form part of your submission.



Demonstrate how you introduced the task to your team and gained their support. You should document
how you explained why changes were necessary and how you communicated the priorities for action
to your team. You should also demonstrate how you united them around the task objectives, how you
set their personal objectives and roles in implementing the action plan and how you made your
expectations of them clear.

More information about implementing and evaluating your improvement project form part of the face to face days.
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NPQML Assessment Task Description
Project Summary:
Working with my team to a) improve pupil progress and attainment and b) team capability (4,500 words)
Content Areas Assessed:
Part A

Part B

Strategy and Improvement

Managing Resources and Risks

Teaching and Curriculum Excellence

Increasing Capability

Leading with Impact
Working in Partnership
Participants must:





Lead an improvement project in their team, lasting at least 2 terms, aimed at improving pupil progress and
attainment (part A) and the capability of their team (part B)*
Submit a written account of the project to the provider for assessment, demonstrating how they have met
the criteria set out below. This should cover the initiation, implementation and evaluation of the project.
Submit supporting documents/material as evidence where indicated below. Supporting evidence must be
concise and directly related to the participant’s project and corresponding assessment criterion.
Not exceed a total word count (across both parts of the project) of 4,500, excluding supporting documents
or annexes.

Providers must:
 Assess project scripts and supporting evidence in accordance with a mark scheme that will be provided by
DfE.
 Comply with the assessment requirements, including peer moderation, as described in the Quality
Framework.
*where the participant is unable to identify one project that meets the needs of both part A and B, they may
complete two separate projects, however the total overall word count of 4,500 still applies.
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Content Area

NPQML Assessment Criteria
PART A
1.1.1 Deploys tools and techniques to manage and analyse data on pupil
progress and attainment

Strategy and
Improvement

Teaching and
Curriculum
Excellence

Working in
Partnership

Managing
Resources
and Risks

3.1.1 Exploits different leadership styles and justifies why these have
been adopted
3.1.2 Exploits different communication styles and justifies why these have
been adopted
4.1.1 Establishes relationships with others within and outside of own
team, deploying appropriate structures and/or processes to mitigate
against any barriers
4.1.2 Designs and/or delivers plans in collaboration with others within
and outside of own team
PART B
5.1.1 Analyses the financial and staffing implications of own plans, during whole
lifetime of plans, using a budget
5.1.2 Defines the steps required to successfully implement plans, using a
project plan
5.1.3 Identifies and mitigates risks in plans, using a risk register

Increasing
Capability

Raw Data
Analysis

1.1.2 Designs, evaluates and improves plans in light of data on pupil
progress and attainment
1.1.3 Deploys change management tools and/or techniques during the
design and implementation of plans
2.1.1 Analyses research into, and examples of, domestic and international
teaching strategies/pedagogical approaches and applies findings to own
plans
2.1.2 Evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of curriculum taught by
team, implementing improvements where necessary
2.1.3 Implements and evaluates an evidence-based project that improves
pupil progress and/or attainment

Leading with
Impact

Supporting
Documents
Required

Pupil
Performance
data

Sponsor
comments

Budget
Project Plan
Risk Register

6.1.1 Assesses individuals’ performance and capability methodically and
identifies appropriate, targeted professional development opportunities within
and beyond the school to support them
6.1.2 Assesses their own performance and capability methodically, identifying
appropriate, targeted professional development opportunities for self
6.1.3 Designs and implements plans to evaluate the impact and costeffectiveness of professional development in terms of pupil outcomes
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The Learning Log: Recording Reflections and Key Learning
A Learning Log is recommended for you to use as you work through the programme. Although keeping a record
of learning is not compulsory and is not required to be submitted for assessment, experience has shown that
keeping a record of learning can be of significant benefit when you are preparing to submit for assessment and in
your on-going reflection throughout the programme. In particular, the Learning Log provides a structure for
recording your progress in developing those leadership skills that are to be assessed.
An effective record of learning will help you to:


keep a systematic record of your learning from activities and tasks you complete;



revisit the evidence linked to a problem or issue you investigated earlier in the programme;



focus on your leadership development priorities;



make judgements about improvements in your leadership and link these with impact on teaching and
learning;



demonstrate your progress;



compile the evidence for how your leadership has made a difference to your school or setting;



show what leadership actions you will take forward into new roles in the future.

Your Learning Log will be an important stimulus for conversations with peers, line managers and colleagues in
school and a place to record insights resulting from interactions with these groups.

Learning with Peers
Learning is a social activity – we know individuals both enjoy and benefit from learning with peers. One of the
key features of a self-improving school system is that of leaders learning with one another and one hallmark of
effective school leaders of the future will be their capacity to engage in collaborative learning with others.
The NPQML qualification affords many opportunities for you to network and learn with your peers. These will
include some or all of the following:


Face to Face days – these provide opportunities for you to engage in extended discussion with your
tutors and external speakers;



Learning Networks – these are small groups of colleagues engaged in the programme who agree to
work together and support one another as they progress through the qualification. Learning networks
may be geographically-based or interest-based. They communicate through face-to-face meetings or
online discussions or both. It is suggested that you create a small learning network of around three
or more other colleagues and agree to create an online informal supportive space using email,
WhatsApp or Facebook or another online social media platform.



Learning visits – some of the elective module half days are structured visits to the schools or settings
of experts in their field. During the course of the day the host school provides an insight into areas of
good practice and linked to aspects of your leadership behaviours and the six content areas. This is
achieved through formal presentations, informal discussions, demonstrations, tours of the site, and
opportunities for conversations with staff.
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The NPQML 360 Diagnostic
The Leadership 360 Diagnostic is an online tool that can be accessed using the link sent to you on enrolment to
the programme. It is provided for participants to gain feedback from colleagues (e.g. peers, line managers, team
members) in order to compare this feedback with their own view of their strengths and weaknesses. You are
strongly encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity as it may help you to better understand strengths and
gaps: this is an important part of developing your leadership. You repeat the 360 diagnostic towards the end of
the programme to assess the progress of your leadership behaviours during the course of the NPQML.
You will need to have collated your responses by the date of your first full face to face day. More information
about what to do with your responses will be shared at your first face to face session.
We would recommend you secure a minimum of 6 colleague responses, and ideally more than this. You are likely
to need to send out to a broad spectrum of around 12 current work colleagues, some who line manage you, some
who you line manage, some who are your peers and a wide range of other people in different roles who work
with you, such as admin staff or support staff. Choose a variety of people, some of whom are not your closest
work colleagues to gauge a clearer picture of your strengths.
‘How others see us’ is not always how we see ourselves – and such feedback can help you to understand the
impact your leadership behaviour on others, particularly those you are leading. This diagnostic tool will help you
to:
 Understand your strengths and gaps


Increase your understanding of the impact your behaviour has on others



Identify leadership development priorities



Plan career pathways

Remember, the report is owned by you – it is your decision how to share it with colleagues, line-managers and
peers back in school.
The 360 diagnostic looks at measurable behaviours, attitudes or preferences of a person that is related to effective
performance in a specific job role. It is what we do regularly and how we do it, rather than just what we know or
have been trained in. Skills and knowledge are important; however, the 360 diagnostic is focused on your
leadership behaviours and what you typically demonstrate.
Within the tool, each behaviour is described in a similar way and illustrates levels. Ratings on each behaviour are
given by you as the leader and others that you nominate, meaning the tool can provide full feedback. Once ratings
are complete, a PDF report of results and interpretation guidance is generated, leading to an action plan for you
to create based on these outcomes. You are required to complete your responses to the 360 diagnostic and the
personal action plan at the end of the tool before the first full face to face day. This will support your
development of the leadership behaviours, which form a core part of the NPQML programme.
Although each of the behaviours are important, it may not be realistic or necessary to demonstrate exceptional
performance against each one in order to be successful. In reviewing the outcomes, you will need to consider
some key questions such as:


How are you currently performing against the behaviours?



What are your strengths and how can you continue to demonstrate them?



What are your current areas for development?



Which behaviours are essential for success in your current role?



Which behaviours do you need to work on to help move into future leadership roles?



It is also important for you to build on your strengths, as well as addressing any key weaknesses. No
one leader is or can be perfect so not all weaknesses need addressing. A key skill in leadership is
knowing one’s weaknesses and building a team of individuals who complement one another.
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Sometimes the anonymous feedback from others can be upsetting. Try not to see the feedback as a personal
attack, but as a way of them expressing how they perceive you – which may be different from how you perceive
yourself!

Sources of Support
Juggling the requirements of a demanding job, family life and studying for a nationally accredited qualification is
challenging for most individuals. Whilst your capacity to do this will lie largely in your own hands, you will be
supported in a number of ways.
Facilitators / Course Tutors
The key people you will meet during this qualification are your group facilitators. They will support you throughout
the programme. This may occur during the face to face events, through learning conversations and online
discussions, via email or, by mutual agreement, telephone. They will act as learning facilitators and will help you
to manage your own learning.
The following aspects of facilitation are not set out in order of importance. They are carried out through the full
range of engagement with the qualification: individually, online, at the face-to-face sessions.
Their role is to:


Make sure that you know what you have to do, by when, and that you understand the route through
the qualification;



Emphasise the importance of in-school support for you from your school’s leadership;



Encourage you to debate with other participants, how to maintain in-school support, how to keep
headteachers informed, and how to distinguish critical reflection from perceived criticism of the
school;



Guide you towards productive activity, i.e. activity which results in problem solving and reflective
methods of working actually being undertaken, and assessment tasks completed;



Ask you questions that provide a sufficient degree of challenge to stimulate your thinking, and to help
your progression to more advanced understanding;



As necessary, explain anything you are unclear of;



Check that you are not designing a school improvement project which is unlikely to meet the
qualification’s assessment requirements



Manage the learning of the group to ensure that your interactions with each other are making a
positive contribution to qualification outcomes;



Monitor your progress to ensure you keep up with the qualification schedule;



Help you to develop an appropriate standard of writing for the assessment requirements.
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School support – the role of the sponsor; the role of the mentor
In order to complete the qualification effectively you will need support from your school. The two types of support
required are:
 Support from a sponsor


Support from a mentor

In practice this role may be carried out by the same person. This will be a matter for you and your line-manager(s)
to determine. The two roles are described below:
Your school sponsor
The task you submit for final assessment for NPQML will need to be verified by senior leaders in your school. For
this purpose, you will need a sponsor who will verify your work and the evidence provided in your submission to
help to confirm your effectiveness as a middle leader. Your head teacher will need to agree to the sponsor.
Who should be nominated as a sponsor for NPQML?
The sponsor is required to complete a form to verify that your evidence is accurate and to provide further
testimony of how you demonstrated evidence of competence as a middle leader in undertaking the task.
The form should therefore be completed by a senior leader (your line manager or a leader of equivalent seniority)
who is in a position to know the work you have done well, has a good knowledge of how you lead your team and
who is able to assess your achievements and the impact of your leadership.
The additional evidence provided by the sponsor will be assessed alongside your submission. It is therefore very
important that you:


Ensure that your sponsor reads the guidance provided carefully



Discuss your task and your submission with your sponsor

Your In-school mentor
 A requirement of participation on the programme is that a member of your school’s senior leadership
team acts as your mentor to be a critical friend, and to give you regular support and advice. This
should be negotiated early on within the programme.
The role of your mentor should be to:


Make time available regularly to meet with you to discuss your progress;



Facilitate reflection on your learning from the programme;



Listen to your view of your progression in relation to the school’s context;



Give support and advice on your school improvement task;



Motivate and encourage you;



Facilitate changes in your leadership practices where this meets with the school context and your
personal needs.

Experience shows that the mentoring arrangement works best when:


The mentoring relationship is non-judgemental and constructive;



The arrangements for the mentoring relationship, in terms of frequency, format, duration and
location of meetings are agreed in advance;



Being both flexible in their approach to the mentoring arrangements e.g. mixing formal face to face
meetings with informal conversations;



The mentor draws on his/her personal and professional leadership experience, sharing this where
appropriate, and in particular with the leadership strategies to be employed in the school
improvement project;
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We would encourage you to discuss ideas, concepts and challenges that arise out of your studies with your mentor
and your work colleagues, as they will prove to be invaluable reference resources at the school level. Try to record
these in your learning log wherever possible. Apart from providing insightful feedback, they can also aid your
exploration of how to apply your leadership learning to your school’s context.
Your Headteacher / Principal
Your headteacher or principal has formally agreed for you to take part in the programme and it is good
professional practice to keep them informed of your progress and also the area of school improvement you will
be submitting for assessment. Your Headteacher has agreed to:


Ensure sufficient time is available to you and your mentor for you to fully participate in NPQML



Support you in forming and completing a school improvement based assessment activity and
providing development opportunities



Encourage you to secure a mentor

Where your sponsor is not the headteacher of your school, the headteacher will also need to sign the form to
validate the evidence.
Fellow Participants
 Your colleagues within your group are a tremendous resource for you to explore. They understand
the challenges you are facing and the richness of their experiences can be an area of potential support
and information. Through networking with your colleagues you will be able to build strong
professional relationships and benefit from mutual support. This can be achieved through:


Dialogue during your programmes through the various discussion groups;



The establishment of learning circles or local networks to support one another between the face-toface events;



The educational landscape is becoming increasingly diverse and you will probably find yourself
working alongside colleagues from different types of establishment. We encourage you to use the
programme as an opportunity to learn more about the experiences of participants who are working
in new and emerging models of school organisation.

Self-directed reading and research
The NPQML programme places emphasis on self-directed reading and research in readiness for each face to face
day or as a follow up from learning during times with your tutor or peers. Details of recommended reading will
be given prior to the face to face days if required for the session and during the delivery days if recommended as
further reading.
Self-directed learning requires good time management, planning and motivation. You may want to consider how
you are going to manage your personal life, a demanding job and also a challenging qualification and the work
and reading that it entails! You should ensure that you create enough space in your life to complete your work for
the qualification in the time available. In practice this probably means drawing from the skills you already use in
your professional life – long term planning, allocating time effectively, and reading with purpose.

Administrative Support


The NPQ@teachingschools administration team are available to support you with any queries you
may have. Our details are listed at the front of this document or do contact your local teaching school
representative or course tutor if you feel this is more appropriate.



We will endeavour to answer your query as soon as we can.
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Compliments, Complaints and Feedback


It is our intention to be courteous, respectful and responsive to the needs of our service users,
providing a quality of service that meets or exceeds their expectations. We are sensitive to our users
who have specific needs providing practical assistance wherever possible to ensure that our services
remain free from discrimination. DO let us know if you have any special requirements in readiness for
upcoming activities. If there are any comments or concerns regarding our service delivery, we want
to hear them and will use them to further improve our services. We provide a variety of opportunities
for our users to submit their opinions during qualification delivery or you can contact us via email or
telephone at any time.



Our Quality Assurance Manager regularly reviews this feedback, and then collates and disseminates
the information with our stakeholders, so that appropriate praise may be given or correction action
taken.

The next few pages show the expectations for final submission: they should not be used at this stage, however it
is recommended that you read these expectations when planning and implementing your school based
improvement project.
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NPQML Final Assessment
Submission Form for participants
Please complete the white boxes below. Please write in Calibri point 11.

Participant Name
Provider Name
Date of first day of NPQML programme
Teacher reference number (TRN)
Assessor Code
Moderator Code (where applicable)
Assessed submission Score

Pass = 22 Maximum = 32

Date of assessment:

If moderated, date:

Judgements and scores for assessed sections
Pass: The participant successfully demonstrates all of the criteria, and attains at least 70% (22) of the
available marks.
Fail: The participant has not provided relevant evidence for one or more criteria or has scored 21 or
below.
Borderline: The participant falls just below the pass mark by no more than 5% of the available marks
(scores 21, and scores 1 or 2 in each of the criteria). Submission will be re-assessed.
To meet the standard, the participant must be assessed as 1 or 2 ‘criterion successfully demonstrated’ in
each of the sixteen criteria, and overall, to score 22 or more.
NPQML

SAI

TCE

LWI

WiP

MRR

IC

Total

6

6

4

4

6

6

32

Participant
score
Maximum
marks

Criterion scores: 0 = no relevant evidence 1 = partially demonstrated 2 = fully demonstrated

Assessor’s overall feedback statement
This submission has been assessed as a Pass/ Fail.
The principal reasons for this judgement are:
The strengths and areas for development demonstrated in your submission:
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Section A: Contextual Statement
In this section, list the titles of your school improvement project which has taken at least two terms,
Working with my team to a) improve pupil progress and attainment and b) team capability. Briefly
describe the nature of the pupil progress and attainment your project was designed to improve, and
the capability of your team your task was designed to improve. List where the assessor will find the
key supporting documents.
This page is contextual and is not assessed. Words written on this page do not count towards the
limit of 4,500 words overall; however, please limit what you write to a maximum of two lines in each
box on this page. Sponsor comments are not included in the word count.
Title of your school improvement project:
The area in which your school improvement project improved pupil progress and attainment:
The team capability your school improvement project was designed to improve:
Supporting document
Location: page no.; position on page; reference/ title
Raw data analysis
Pupil performance data
Sponsor comments
Foot of page 2.
Budget
Project plan
Risk register
Word count: maximum 4,500 not including appendices or sponsor comments
Overview SAI

TCE

LWI

WiP

MRR

IC

Total

Optional additional information
Your role
Your school type
Size, phase, state/ independent,
etc.

Role of sponsor
(whose comments are below)

Sponsor comments
Please ask your sponsor to comment in the box below on this assessment criteria:
4.1.1 Established relationships with others within and outside of own team, deploying appropriate
structures and/or processes to mitigate against any barriers
How has the participant established a range of professional relationships, both inside and outside
their team using approaches and processes to engage others and overcome potential barriers?
Sponsor to write comments in this expandable box.
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Section B: Submission
Please write your final assessment submission in the white boxes below, and then add appendices, or
extracts at the end of the document. The seven boxes in this section do not need to each be the same
length, but you must not exceed an overall word count of 4,500 words, excluding appendices. You should
provide evidence for every numbered criterion. Failure to provide relevant evidence for even one criterion
will result in a fail. Please write the word count for each assessed area at the end of Section B.

Overview

Section B
Write a summary overview of your project and the impact this had on pupil outcomes.
Write your assessment submission in this box.

Teaching and Curriculum
Excellence

Strategy and Improvement

PART A Improve pupil progress

Supporting
documents
required

SAI Final assessment criteria
Marks
1.1.1 Deploys tools and techniques to manage and analyse data on pupil
progress and attainment
Raw Data
1.1.2 Designs, evaluates and improves plans in light of data on pupil
Analysis
progress and attainment
1.1.3 Deploys change management tools and/or techniques during the
design and implementation of plans
How have you managed and analysed data on pupil progress and attainment, drawing up plans
to change and improve current practice across your team?
Write your assessment submission in this box.
Either delete or use the reminders below (and in each Content Area) as in-section headings
1.1.1 Analyse data Raw data analysis
1.1.2 Designs plans to address progress Raw data analysis
1.1.3 Change management techniques

Assessor use only

1. SAI Questions to aid assessment
Has this participant:
 Used a range of tools and techniques to manage and analyse data on pupil progress
and attainment?
 Drawn conclusions from their analysis, which suggest changes in practice which would
lead to improvements across their team?
 Drawn up plans for improvement which include the use of change management tools
and/or techniques?
 Evaluated their plans and consequently improved them?
TCE Final assessment criteria
Marks
2.1.1 Analyses research into, and examples of, domestic and
international teaching strategies/pedagogical approaches and
Pupil
applies findings to own plans
Performance
2.1.2 Evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of curriculum taught
data
by team, implementing improvements where necessary
2.1.3 Implements and evaluates an evidence-based project that
improves pupil progress and/or attainment
How have you used what you have found out about practice in other schools to recognise
strengths and improve weaknesses in the curriculum taught by your team?
How have you used evidence to implement a project across your team which improves pupil
progress and attainment, and then evaluated its success?
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Write your assessment submission in this box.
2.1.1 Teaching strategies
2.1.2 Curriculum strengths and weaknesses
2.1.3 Project improving progress Pupil performance data

Working in Partnership

Leading with Impact

Assessor use only

2. TCE Questions to aid assessment
Has this participant:
 Analysed research into and examples of a range of strategies and approaches to teaching
and pedagogy in England?
 Analysed research into and examples of a range of strategies and approaches to teaching
and pedagogy internationally?
 Used their findings within their own plans?
 Evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum taught by their team, and
implemented improvements if necessary?
 Implemented an evidence-based project to improve pupil progress and attainment?
 Evaluated their project?
LWI Final assessment criteria
No
Marks
3.1.1 Exploits different leadership styles and justifies why these have
supportin
been adopted
g
3.1.2 Exploits different communication styles and justifies why these
document
have been adopted
required
How have you used different leadership styles and why?
How have you used different styles of communication and why?
Write your assessment submission in this box.
3.1.1 Leadership styles
3.1.2 Communication styles

Assessor use only

3. LWI Questions to aid assessment
Has this participant:
 Knowingly used a range of different leadership styles, explaining the reason or giving an
example for using each one?
 Purposefully used a range of different types or styles of communication, explaining for each
why it was chosen?
Final assessment criteria
Marks
4.1.1 Establishes relationships with others within and outside of
(Sponsor
own team, deploying appropriate structures and/or processes to
comments –
mitigate against any barriers
included in
4.1.2 Designs and/or delivers plans in collaboration with others
section A)
within and outside of own team
How have you formed positive professional relationships with others, and how has this helped
you to successfully deliver your plan for improvement?
Write your assessment submission in this box.
4.1.1 Establishes relationships Sponsor comments
4.1.2 Collaboration on plans
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Assessor use only

4. WIP Questions to aid assessment
Has this participant:
 Established professional, helpful relationships with members of their own team?
 Established a range of professional relationships outside of their own team?
 Used a range of strategies to overcome barriers in the way of creating good
professional relationships?
 Collaborated with others within and outside of their own team to draw up and deliver
plans for improvement?
PART B Team capability

Increasing Capability

Managing Resources and Risks

MRR Final assessment criteria
5.1.1 Analyses the financial and staffing implications of own plans,
during whole lifetime of plans, using a budget
5.1.2 Defines the steps required to successfully implement plans, using a
project plan
5.1.3 Identifies and mitigates risks in plans, using a risk register

Marks

3 documents

1. Budget
2. Project
Plan
3. Risk
Register

How have you used a budget and anticipated risks in order to draw up a project plan, setting out
clearly-defined steps to implement successful change?
Write your assessment submission in this box.
5.1.1 Financial and staffing budget Budget
5.1.2 Project plan Project plan
5.1.3 Risk register Risk register

Assessor use only

5. MRR Questions to aid assessment
Has this participant:
 Analysed the financial and staffing implications of their plan?
 Drawn up a budget for their project, from beginning to end?
 Drawn up a plan which clearly defines the steps needed?
 Used a risk register to identify potential risks, adjusting their plans or taking action to
reduce or remove potential problems?
IC Final assessment criteria
Marks
6.1.1 Assesses individuals’ performance and capability methodically and
identifies appropriate, targeted professional development opportunities
No
within and beyond the school to support them
supportin
6.1.2 Assesses their own performance and capability methodically,
g
identifying appropriate, targeted professional development opportunities for
document
self
required
6.1.3 Designs and implements plans to evaluate the impact and costeffectiveness of professional development in terms of pupil outcomes
How have you used professional development, both in and beyond the school, to improve the
capability of team members, including yourself?
How have you evaluated the impact of professional development you and your team have
engaged in by its impact on pupil outcomes?
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Write your assessment submission in this box.
6.1.1 Professional development for others
6.1.2 Professional development for self
6.1.3 Impact and cost-effectiveness of professional development

Assessor use only

6. IC Questions to aid assessment
Has this participant:
 Assessed the performance of individual members of the team?
 Found or created professional development opportunities for team members within the
school?
 Found or created professional development opportunities for team members beyond the
school?
 Methodically assessed their own performance and capability?
 Found appropriate professional development opportunities for themselves, other than
NPQML?
 Evaluated the impact of their team’s professional development in terms of an increase in
pupil outcomes?

Signatures
Please copy and paste scanned signatures and print names below.
I confirm that this submission and supporting documents are a true and
accurate account of the work carried out by the participant during their
NPQML programme.

Date

Participant
Sponsor
Headteacher

Section C: Appendices (including supporting documents)

Please copy and paste your supporting documents and other appendices below.
a) Please label each appendix with the assessment criteria number it relates to.
b) Neither supporting documents nor other appendices should be above two sides in length each;
no additional appendices are required other than the supporting documents, but if you wish to,
a maximum of two are allowed; appendices and supporting documents (or extracts) should be a
maximum of 2,000 words in total in addition to the submission word limit; they should be easily
readable. (see final assessment participant handbook, page 2).
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